
Placemaking modular solutions for public spaces

Making places matter



Read more @ greenfc.com

Green Furniture Concept create public space interiors, bringing 

sustainable seating and lighting design to the core of urban placemaking. 

Our portfolio ranges from transportation hubs and healthcare centres to 

school campuses and retail complexes. We work closely with architects, 

facility managers and industry stake-holders to create customised 

interiors, making sure they meet the needs of all the people they serve. 

From our offices in Scandinavia and North America, we’ve become 

internationally recognised as pioneers of sustainable design. 

We’re working to make a world-positive impact, and show 

the industry why making places really matters.

We're making 
places matter.

© Green Furniture Concept 2022

Nordic Swan Ecolabel, printed matter, 3041 0140

We're working for 
the greater good.
Our approach is to reimagine public spaces and their value to the 

communities they serve. Passionate about placemaking, designing 

experiences is an essential part of the public interiors we create. That’s 

what inspires us to revitalise existing environments, connect consumers 

to their surroundings and protect the planet along the way. It’s why we’re 

committed to bringing beauty to sustainability, and to designing furniture 

that lasts as long as the buildings they live in. We’re creating a new 

standard for public space, and working for a world where 

making places really matters.

http://greenfc.com


When developing new products, we use a tool we call the circular design 

checklist. This checklist is used in development projects to make sure that 

aspects that would have a negative impact on the environment are not 

missed. It is also the base of our Circular Design Indicator that is used to 

evaluate projects in terms of their sustainable and circular output. Many 

of the bullet points on this checklist go into lowering the CO2 footprint 

and extending the lifespan of the product, already in the first steps of the 

design and development of a new product.

We continually look for new and better material and production methods 

to reduce our environmental impact further. We choose our materials with 

care, using renewable and recyclable materials and the highest possible 

percentage of recycled and upcycled content we can find. This lowers the 

energy use in material processing, which reduces the CO2 footprint of the 

product.

Reducing carbon 
footprint

Green Furniture Concept was born out of a deep desire to do good, take 

responsibility and always challenge ourselves and the industry to change 

for the better. We recognize the importance of considering the full life 

cycle and therefore use the principles of circular economy as a guide 

in our sustainability work.

We understand that producing physical products and shipping them 

while talking about wanting to do good can be perceived as paradoxical. 

We continuously work to strengthen, learn and improve the way we do 

business,  to be better and have less impact on our environment. Our 

aim is world positive impact and contribute to increased regeneration 

of natural systems, zero waste, no pollution and keeping materials and 

products in use to do good rather than less harmful. Quite an ambitious 

mission we’re on and we’re moving closer to it every day.

Our purpose is 
World Positive 
Impact.

Proactive development

The more Green 
places we make - the 
more trees we plant!
We plant one tree in our plantation sites 

for every sold meter of furniture. That is 

one of the main reasons our seating series 

Nova C is actually climate-positive.

Carbon offset
We plant trees for everything we sell through a reforestation project in Co-

lombia. We work to reduce our CO2 footprint proactively but also compen-

sate for the CO2 release we are a part of creating. We are looking for ways 

to increase the forest where it matters the most for our planet. This is why 

we’ve decided to plant trees and help the regrowth in this region, contrib-

uting to a project that protects river basins, encourages natural habitats, 

produces the life-giving oxygen needed to sustain them, and binds carbon 

dioxide.
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We’re working to boost the standard of public space interiors as a whole. 

Our guiding principles are leading us forward, placing sustainability, 

design excellence and real human needs at the core of all we achieve. 

We bring nature indoors, connect people to places, and individuals with 

each other. Can indoor spaces create deeper sensory experiences of 

nature, and make people feel like they belong? We think they can, and 

that’s why we’ll continue to make public interiors matter even more.

Designing spaces
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We provide modular seating and lighting solutions for public space interiors, 

adding placemaking values and delivering a memorable experience with a 

positive impact for the visitor, the world, and everyone in between.

Product series

Ascent seating series  p.12 Nova C seating series  p.24

Leaf Lamp series  p.56 Seamless Table series  p.70

Accessories  p.72
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Transport hub Retail spaces

Healthcare spaces

Educational spaces

Airport

Workplace

See all our spaces. 

products and projects 

@ greenfc.com
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The flexibility of modular
Tailored curvatures in line with the arcitecture of the space will lead the flow and control the 

pace. Modular furniture are easy to reconfigurate and respond to changes and retail perfor-

mance. Finding the right seating density ratio makes commercial sense, as the seating can be 

installed to direct traffic into commercial areas. Our client's experience shows that an increase 

in dwell time will increase revenue in commercial areas.

Traditional seating - 126 Seats

With convex and concave shapes plus the "endless" seating functionality, space can 

be used more efficiently. As a result, 30-50% more seats are available – at 50 cm seating 

area per person. The space saved by the intelligent arrangement of Green seating 

modules can be used in a variety of ways for example a coffee shop or a sushi bar.

Green seating - 126 Seats + 30%

Green seating - 180 Seats 
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NOVA C
RECLINER

NOVA C
NOVA C 
PERCH

ASCENT
SEAMLESS

TABLE

Length of stay

Footprint/seat

Modular flexibility

 Storage underneath

up to 2 hours up to 15 minutes up to 1 hour up to 1 hour

0,32 m2 0,82 m2 0,15 m2 0,31 m2 0,3 m2

Integrated electricity

Small bag Small bag Suitcase Cabin bag Suitcase

Ease of cleaning

Placemaking Furniture Chart

up to 45 minutes

Healthcare receptions

Food courts

Commercial areas

Lounge areas

Educational spaces

O�ces 

Railway areas

Gate areas

Sustainability (FSC Wood)

FEATURES

PRODUCT

We often get the question of how to know which products to use? Our comparison chart makes 

it easy to discover which seating and lighting solutions fit your space and needs the best.

Product 
comparison chart

1110



As its name suggests, Ascent is a seating system that elevates public 

space furniture to new heights. The series was created in consultation with 

architects and planners to create a flexible, modular system that could 

change and adapt as its surroundings evolve. Designed with placemaking 

in mind, Ascent’s soft contours, smooth textures, and sustainable wood 

make public space interiors warmer and more welcoming.

Ascent received the Red Dot Award for Product Design in 2021.

Ascent 
seating series

13

Sustainability
Ascent Series is designed and developed to support a longer use cycle. 

The Ascent toolbox contains several individual modules that can be put 

together to different configurations, making it possible to change a space 

when needed by simply reconfiguring the modules.  Ascent is designed 

with interfaces that take future design elements into consideration, 

making the series continuously evolving and up to date.  Influenced by 

the aesthetics of nature, Ascent is designed for being timeless, rather 

than focusing on trends and contemporary design. As sustainability and 

circularity are guiding our work at Green, the choice of materials, 

chemicals, and the design itself follow these principles already in the 

design process and other processes going forward.

12
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Ascent Double Rise
Characterised by its sculptural contours and sloping backrest, Ascent takes modular seating to a new 

level. The concept was created in response to the growing demand for placemaking designs able to 

shape public space in new ways. As the modules are configured to create a unique variety of curving 

shapes, they can also create backrests with sloping profiles and eye-catching silhouettes. The design 

is fully interactive, inviting architects, planners and interior designers to customise the backrests to 

meet practical needs or find new expressions. Inspired by Scandinavia’s mountains and fjords, Ascent 

holds the potential to interpret furniture design as a seating landscape for public space interiors. 

Functional, playful and interactive, Ascent brings places to life and makes every interior unique.

01. Ascent Double Rise Straight  02. Ascent Double Rise Curved 60 Degree Left 

03. Ascent Double Rise Curved 60 Degree Right

01 02 03
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Ascent Back
This single-sided version of Ascent and it's open back, makes it easy to design around walls and 

follow other structures. Ascent offers an alternative to long rows of lateral seating and provides more 

seats per square metre in the same space. Each installation has placemaking potential, introducing 

soft contours and warm textures that create a sense of place as they enhance the surroundings. 

The warmth of the natural wood resonates throughout large-scale interiors, making public spaces 

feel warmer and more inviting.

 01. Ascent Single Back Straight  02. Ascent Single Back Convex 60 Degree 

03. Ascent Single Back Concave 60 Degree

01 02 03
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Ascent Double Back
Ascent’s double-sided design offers twice as much seating as its single-sided counterpart, yet still 

provides the same degree of comfort, flexibility and configurability. Its modular components save 

space by creating continuous seating units and can be taken apart and reconfigured to meet new 

requirements. Ascent can be configured to maximise the flow of individuals towards specific areas, 

providing a subtle means of guiding visitors towards departure points and commercial areas. 

Stackable, easy to maintain and transport, Ascent is an ever-evolving seating solution designed 

to adapt to twenty-first century public interiors.

01. Ascent Double Back Straight  02. Ascent Double Back Curved 60 Degree 

0201
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Ascent Double Bench
With its low, lateral shape and subtle contours, the backless version of Ascent can wind through 

interiors transparently without hiding other features in the space. Its backless design and open 

undercarriage enable all areas to remain in full view, making open-plan surroundings appear more 

spacious, and more secure. Each part is modular and can quickly and easily be reconfigured into a 

new design when requirements change. New components can be introduced to create backrests, 

change the angles of the curves or reconfigure the shape altogether. The bench’s low profile 

eliminates barriers between people and services, making all parts of a public space appear 

more accessible.

01. Ascent Double Bench Straight  02. Ascent Double Bench Curved 60 Degree 

01 02
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02 0301

01. Ascent Series Stadium Armrest  02. Ascent Series Stadium Charger  03. Ascent Series Stadium Table 

Ascent add-ons
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Our seating line Nova C gives you the flexibility and freedom of design 

through modularity to create configurations as unique as your space with 

the potential to offer room for both interaction and privacy.

The design of the bench shapes a seamless seating line for natural flow 

control, while the body-conscious contours ensure comfort. The small foot-

print makes efficient use of the space. And the configurability also goes into 

colours and accessories – every project can be unique.

Nova C is certified with the Nordic Ecolabel.

Nova C 
seating series

Sustainability
The Nova C Series is designed and developed to prioritize a long use cycle. 

Maintenance and replacement of parts can be performed by the client. 

The series is made of several building blocks that can be put together to 

thousands of different configurations, this to make it possible to renew an 

area by reconfiguration. The design is made to be timeless with inspiration 

from nature rather than focusing on trends and contemporary aesthetics. 

In the design process the choice of materials, chemicals and the design 

itself has been guided by the principles of circularity. The Nova C Series is 

a part of our Buyback system.

25
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01

04

07

NOVA C BENCH  01. Straight with Planters  02. Wiggly with Planters  03. Straight  04. Wiggly  05. Ondular with Plant-

ers  06. Bracket  07. Ondular  08. Circle with Planters  09. Omega  10. Stadium  11. Donut  12. Infinity

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

Nova C Bench
The Nova C bench is more than a seat, it’s a design that brings people together as they take a 

moment to sit and unwind. The bench can be designed in a wide range of shapes and configurations 

that divide space, create separate areas or lead individuals towards other destinations. Crafted 

without a backrest, the seat has a lower profile than many other types of benches. As a result, the 

bench doesn’t interrupt views across the space, making open-plan surroundings appear more 

spacious. This seating includes curving sections designed to create serpentine shapes, semi-circles, 

crescents and full circles. A wider version is available, making it easy to designate distances between 

individual seats when needed.

27
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Nova C Double Bench
Characterized by sleek lines, generous proportions, and smooth contours, this new double-side 

bench creates a focal point for public interiors. The bench’s low, lateral construction gives it an 

understated profile, while its serpentine shape adds an eye-catching complement to contemporary 

environments. The design was created in response to the growing demand for seating systems that 

reflect the open-plan design of retail zones and food courts. Individuals can sit side-by-side on either 

side or turn to face each other when seated at either end—possibly combining with sections Nova C 

Double to have seating slats in the center of the design rising to form backrests providing additional 

comfort and back support.

01

04

07

NOVA C DOUBLE BENCH  01. Straight  02. Wiggly  03. Ondular  04. Tilde  05. Bracket  06. Omega  07. Straight Mix  

08. Wiggly Mix 09. Ondular Mix  10. Tilde Mix  11. Bracket Mix  12. Omega Mix

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

31
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Nova C Back
The configurably winding Nova C allows grand seating in scale with grand indoor spaces. The bench 

shapes a seamless seating line for natural flow control, while the body-conscious contours ensure 

comfort. The small footprint makes efficient use of the space. And the configurability also goes into 

colors and accessories - every project can be unique. The grand configurations are held in place 

by their own weight, with no need to bolt the sections to the floor, yet can be snapped apart for 

thorough cleaning or reconfiguration. Finished with natural hard wax oil, a sustainable choice that 

works similarly to shoe polish – easy to maintain always-like-new.

01

04

07

NOVA C BACK 01. Straight  02. Straight with Planters  03. Wiggly  04. Bracket Concave with Planters  05. Bracket 

Concave 06. Bracket Convex with Planters  07. Pilar  08. Nova C Back Elevation & Elevation Step  09. Stadium  

10. Donut  11. Bowtie  12. Droplet

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

33
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Nova C Double Back
With its striking profile and modular construction, the Nova C double-sided bench brings beauty 

and versatility to public space environments. The design invites those seated to sit back, enjoy the 

moment, and take in the surroundings before rising to their feet again. The backrest enables 

individuals to sit apart on either side or turn to face each other when seated at either end. 

This version is crafted with a backrest that rises from the centre to provide comfort and support 

for users of all age groups and levels of mobility. The streamlined proportions of this seating make it a 

natural fit for open-plan interiors, and give it the potential to divide and demarcate spaces if required.

01

04

07

NOVA C DOUBLE BACK  01. Straight  02. Wiggly  03. Ondular  04. Tilde  05. Droplet with Planters  06. Bracket

07. Crossroads 3 Small with Planters  08. Nova C Double Back Elevation & Elevation Step  09. T-Connection  

10. Droplet with Planters  11. Omega with Leaf Lamp Pendant  12. Ondular with Leaf Lamp Pendant 130

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

37
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Nova C Lounge
The Nova C Lounge seating invites individuals to slow down, sit in comfort and take in their 

surroundings. The sweeping seat and backrest form an ergonomic design intended to refresh all 

body parts, including the lower legs and feet. The modular design can be extended to create any 

number of seats, making space for families and groups to sit together. As the integrated armrests 

curl upwards to form small tabletops, they designate regular distances between the individual seats. 

The recliner is a leading example of wood innovation and brings a new ergonomic comfort to public 

space design.

Nova C Lounge Nova C Double Lounge
The Nova C Double Lounge seating inspires a sense of comfort seldom seen in public space furniture. 

The design invites those seated to sit back, enjoy the moment, and take time to relax and refresh. 

Although the sweeping seat and backrest have the appearance of an individual lounge seat, they 

are a modular design that can be extended to create any number of seats. As the integrated 

armrests curl upwards to form small tabletops, they designate spaces between the individual seats. 

The lounge's comfort is visible even from a distance, making it easier to draw passengers through 

to adjacent areas.
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Nova C Perch
A popular choice for tight spaces, the Nova C Perch standing bench provides seating in places 

where conventional furniture won’t fit. Perch can seat large crowds as they wait in line or make 

room for other groups to pass. Standing promotes better posture than sitting, boosting circulation 

throughout the body and the brain. The bench provides space for individuals to take a short pause, 

making it easier to keep people on the move as they traverse through busy environments. The seat 

supports those leaning against it, enabling them to remain upright on their feet. The double-sided 

design can separate individuals and groups by seating them to face opposing sides. Like the other 

designs in the Nova C series, Perch can be extended to create any length and customized in a 

range of colours.
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Nova C Kids
The winding Nova C series also has a playful little caterpillar in the family, the 'Nova C Kids.' 

The Nova C Kids uses the same rib shape as the Nova C Bench, and it's only by giving one of the 

ribs stylistic properties of ahead and by playing with new and lower legs that the Green Furniture 

designers have turned the bench into an animal to play with. It is configurable like its grown-up 

parents, with modularity and freedom of size and colours. Durable for public interior spaces, a 

functional piece of furniture for the little ones to roll all over, generation after generation.
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Nova C Divider
Space dividers attached to the Nova C Back modular seating. Seamless, and with curvature of choice 

just like the seating. The Nova C divider comes with cut out holes for a see-through effect (custom 

patterns possible) or plain which gives a surface where a message or image can be applied.
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Sit down and 
(re) charge!!

BENEFITS

• Charge your devices on the go

• Create hubs for work and communication

• Create hubs close to retail areas and food courts

• Very powerful - 15 W (iPhone X charges with 8-9 W)

Nova C add-ons

01. Nova C Back Armrest  02. Nova C Bench Armrest  

03. Nova C Double Bench Armrest  04. Nova C Table    

05. Nova C Wireless Table  06. Nova C F&B Armrest  

07. Nova C Leg Charger  08. Nova C Double Endpiece 

Cover w/Charger  09. Nova C Rib Charger  10. Nova C 

Logo on Rib

01 02 03

04 05 06

07 08 09

10 Nova C Table Wireless is a table with built-in wireless charging for mobile devices. The table can be 

placed in any slender rib of Nova C Bench, Nova C Back or Nova C Double Back. The default location 

is in the center of the bench module. This table is only available with wooden table top due to the 

combined induction and resonance technologies. The icon is showing on the table top.

Qi STANDARD

Simple, efficient and safe, Qi 

charges or powers an array of 

devices, from smartphones (most 

new Samsung and iPhones) to 

cordless kitchen appliances. Qi 

combines induction and resonance 

technologies to deliver a 

superior standard.

49



Nova C modularity - flexible configurations

01. Nova C Bench  02. Nova C Bench Curved  03. Nova C Bench 90˚  04. Nova C Bench Wide   05. Nova C Bench Wide Curved  

11. Nova C Double  12. Nova C Double Curved  13. Nova C Double Elevation & Elevation Step  14. Nova C Double Bench Curved  

Configurations and dimensions

01

09 10 11 12

02 03 04

NOVA C BENCH  01. Bracket - A 3140mm B 1920mm  02. Circle - A 3140mm B 1920mm  03. Infinity - A 6710mm B 1920mm C 3140mm  

07. Wiggly with Planters - A 4104mm B 808mm  08. Straight with Planters - A 4000mm B 613mm

An additional benefit of the products is that you can change the individual modules (each approx. 1m long) to 

create a entirely different configuration.

06. Nova C Back  07. Nova C Back Convex  08. Nova C Back Concave  09. Nova C Back Convex 90˚  10. Nova C Back Concave 90˚

15. Nova C Perch Double Curved  16. Nova C Recliner Convex

04. Omega - A 3140mm B 1920mm  05. Circle with Planters - A 3140mm B 1920mm   06. Tilde with Planters - A 4920mm B 

1790mm

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

05 06 07 08

13 14 15 16
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Replacing ribs

Simple and cost-effective replacement of components in rare 

case of damage. Individual wooden ribs can be supplied by us at 

any time and the replacement involves 4 screws only.

Each rib is made from 13 layers of laminated beech, oak or birch 

wood. The layers are glued and pressed together to form a 2 cm 

thick plate that is cut to ribs of selected size. The ribs are then 

bent to its custom shape. Using a Swedish handicraft technique, 

the ribs are processed under high temperature and pressure to 

achieve high stability.

Configurations with 4 bench modules

Gives you the flexibility and freedom to optically change your seating area. Easy and fast reconfiguration of existing bench 

modules to meet the needs of specific events or promotions.

Easy repair

Treatment of deep scratches with 

RUBIO MONOCOAT – Oil plus 2C

Deep scratches can be treated with a hard wax finish in 

the same color as the original treatment. This restores the 

protection of the injured surface. Simply apply the hard 

wax with a cloth on the scratched areas and the damage 

will be barely visible.

Configurations with 8 bench modules

All these forms can be created with the same 8 bench modules within 5 minutes.

02 03 04 05 06 07 08

52 53
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The wood in our furniture is treated with RUBIO MONOCOAT – Oil plus 2C, 

a plant-based hard wax oil with 0% VOC. The oil which creates a molecu-

lar bonding with the wood that preserves the natural look and feel of the 

wood, while making it resistant over time and makes removal of eventual 

scratches quick and easy.

Wood colours

01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

10 11 1209

RUBIO COLOURS 01. Natural  02. Pure  03. Dark Oak  04. Charcoal  05. STHLM C  

06. Cotton White  07. Super White  08. Smoke  09. Castel Brown  10. Silver Grey  

11. Sky Grey  12. Slate Grey 

14 15

RUBIO COLOURS FOR NOVA C KIDS  13. Charcoal  14. Light Green  15. Dark Green  

16. Sunflower  17. Sunset

Standard colours 
(more colours are available on request)

Nova C Kids colours

13 16 17
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The Leaf Lamp system provides ambient lighting and acoustic solutions for 

a wide range of public interiors. Each lamp enhances the surroundings with 

diffuse light, soft textures, and natural materials. The shade is crafted from 

class A-certified* sound-absorbing and flameproof felt designed to help 

balance acoustic levels. The lamps can provide focal points within large 

areas or form part of a placemaking strategy in public space.

Leaf Lamp 
ligting series

Sustainability
Leaf Lamp Series is an acoustic lighting series designed with a harmonious 

organic shape inspired by nature. It is made from biological and technical 

materials. Leaf Lamp can easily be taken apart for repair, replacement, or 

recycling with easy maintenance. When the product reaches its end of life, 

it’s possible to return materials for recycling or the biological cycle.

56
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Leaf Lamp Pendant
The Leaf Lamp pendant brings spaces to life with its colorful shade and 

eye-catching profile. The lamp is crafted from clusters of individual wool felt 

pieces that conceal discreet LED-lighting units. As the lamp radiates pure, 

white light, the felt components absorb background noise to balance the 

acoustics. The lamp creates a focal point that changes the perspective of time 

spent in waiting areas, terminals, and corporate environments. Several lamps 

can be combined to create a series of statement-making lights or clustered 

together to create a canopy effect. The Leaf Lamp pendant brings 

sustainability and style to any environment.

ATMOSPHERE  Cozy, warm, protected, Nordic design 

MATERIAL  Natural materials - sheep wool and birch wood 

ACOUSTIC FUNCTION  Absorbs sounds andcreates good acoustics 

for conversations

ABSORPTION EFFECT  Positive room air through absorption of pollutants 

by the keratin in the applied sheep wool

Leaf Lamp Pendant

0 130cm
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Leaf Lamp Tree
Inspired by nature, the Leaf Lamp Tree brings authentic materials and 

organic design to the interior. Like a living tree, the lamp’s trunk and branches 

are made from slender wooden stalks and natural birch bark. A bird’s nesting 

box sits among the branches, hiding the lamp’s electrical components from 

view. The trunk is made to attach to an optional base plate or bolted directly 

to the floor. The shade is crafted from pieces of wool felt that diffuse the light 

cast by LEDs integrated into the design. The felt material has class A-certified 

acoustic properties that dampen ambient noise in the surroundings. 

The Leaf Lamp Tree is made to enhance the interior even when not illuminated, 

providing a key component for placemaking strategies.

Leaf Lamp Tree S 

0 130cm

H 240cm

Leaf Lamp Tree M

0 230cm

H 450cm

Leaf Lamp Tree L

0 300cm

H 450cm
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Leaf Lamp 
Link Tree
The Leaf Lamp Link Tree is designed to provide a ‘plug-and-play’ solution 

in a biophilic package, for busy environments and lively thoroughfares. 

The powder-coated steel pipe trunk creates space for wiring and cables 

hidden inside. The optional 360° Seamless table and integrated power points 

create an inviting tech-enabled spot with space for people to connect and 

devices to recharge. Like the other Leaf Lamp versions, the wool components 

in the shade diffuse the light while helping to balance the acoustics in the 

surroundings. The Leaf Lamp Link Tree can conceal equipment such as 

cabling, transmitters, connector boxes, and circuitry, making it possible to 

integrate sensors, speakers, and cameras discreetly into the surroundings.

LEAF LAMP LINK TREE  

01. Leaf Lamp Link Tree L  

02. Leaf Lamp Link Tree M  

03. Leaf Lamp Link Tree S  

04. Leaf Lamp Link Tree L 

w/Round Table  

05. Leaf Lamp Link Tree L 

w/Round Table

01 02 03

04 05
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LEAF LAMP COLUORS.  01 Signal Yellow  02. Rapeseed Yellow  03. Melon Yellow  04. Bright Red 

Orange  05. Pure Orange  06. Pure Red Light  07. Pure Red Drk  08. Telemagenta  09. Pastel Yellow 

Light  10. Pastel Yellow Drk  11. Ochre Yellow  12. Curry Yellow Drk  13. Green Beige  14. Fern Green 

Light  15. Orange Brown  16. Mahogany Brown Light  17. Pastel Yellow/Peach  18. Salmon Orange 

Light  19. Salmon Orange Drk  20. Orange Brown  21. Copper Brown  22. Coral Red  23. Ruby Red  

24. Wine Red  25. Salmon Pink  26. Heather Violette  27. Antique Pink  28. Telemagenta Light  

29. Telemagenta Drk  30. Traffic Purple  31. Pastel Violet  32. Signal Violet  33. Grey Beige  

34. Brown Beige  35. Pale Brown  36. Mahogany Brown Drk  37. Signal Grey  38. Platinum Grey  

39. Traffic Grey  40. Black Grey  41. Fern Green Soft  42. Yellow Green Light

01 02 03

08 09 10

15 16 17

22 23 24

29 30

31

37 38

36

0604 05

12

13

11

18

2019

25 2726

32 3433

39 40 41

07

14

21

28

35

42

44 4543

46 47 48

49 5150

52 53 54

55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 65 6664

67 68 69

73 74 75

70 7271

76 77 78

79

43. Olive Yellow/Green  44. Yellow Green Drk  45. Pure Green  46. Moss Green Dark  47. Fern Green 

Extra Drk  48. Moss Green Extra Drk  49. Signal Green  50. Water Blue Green  51. Water Blue  

52. Pastel Turquoise  53. Mint Turquoise  54. Trafic Blue Clear  55. Steel Blue  56. Pure White  

57. Pastel Turqouise Light  58. Brilliant Blue  59. Signal Blue  60. Ultra Marine Blue  61. Blue Lilac Drk  

62. Blue Lilac Light  63. Relaxed Green  64. Pastel Violet  65. Light Pink  66. Sulfur Yellow  

67. Signal Orange  68. Pale Green  69. Beige Red  70. Mint Green  71. Purple Violet  72. Telemagenta  

73. Brown Beige  74. Ivory  75. Pastel Blue  76. Light Pink  77. Grey Beige  78. Beige  79. Fern Green 

Leaf Lamp 
colours



Color Mix 18 30 56 Color Mix 60% - 10 20 31Color Mix 3 - 52 46 68 Color Mix 42 44 49 17 2 Color Mix 46 42Color Mix 4 - 58 59 57

Color Mix 2 - 04 06 14 17 Color Mix 2 - 02 42 56 44Color Mix 3 - 01 02 12 Color Mix 60% 10 24 31Color Mix 4 - 2 49 56 Color Mix 1 - 37 56 76 65 31

Color Mix 2 - 37 75 56 37 Color Mix - 53 56 20Color Mix 2 - 16 29 50 30 Color Mix 5 - 9 19 Color Mix 56 63 Color Mix 4 - 34 56 42

Design your own unique mix with leaves in differnt colours. Available for all Leaf Lamp versions.

Colour mix examples

68 69
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01

SEAMLESS TABLE CONFIGURATIONS  01. Tilde  02. Wiggly  

03. Straight  04. Half Circle 

02

03 04

The Seamless Table is much more than a surface – it’s a modular tabletop 

design capable of creating a space within a space. The contouring table-

tops are inspired by natural shapes to create multipurpose spaces. 

The table includes charging stations and is perfect for ad-hoc meetings, 

eating, drinking, or working on the fly, for both groups and individuals to 

meet and interact. The tabletop works in tandem with the Leaf Lamp Link 

Tree as “the Biophilic combo,” creating a wide variety of placemaking 

possibilities. Both the table and the Leaf Lamp Link Tree can be scaled in 

size to suit the proportions of the surrounding space. When combined, the 

Seamless table and the Leaf Lamp Link Tree bring a unique and inviting 

touch to their surroundings. What if you could meet under a tree?

Seamless Table
series

Sustainability
The Seamless Table Series is a nature-inspired, biophilic combo ideal for 

ad-hoc meetings, group study, and individual work in public spaces. It 

is made from biological and technical materials. The seamless table can 

easily be taken apart for repair, replacement, or recycling with easy main-

tenance. When the product reaches its end of life, it’s possible to return 

materials for recycling or the biological cycle.
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Our accessories series of dividers, planters and recycle bins are designed 

to fit our seating series. They also work very well as stand-alone products. 

The series is kept as simple as possible with few materials and substances.

Accessories
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BENEFITS OF INDOOR PLANTS

• Reducing carbon dioxide levels

• Increasing humidity

• Reducing levels of certain pollutants, such as benzene 

and nitrogen dioxide

• Reducing airborne dust levels

• Keeping air temperatures down

• Can be equipped with Mona Plant System on request

01 02 03

05 06

07

04

08 09

10 11 12

PLANTER DIVIDER  01. Bracket Concave with Planters  02. Bracket Convex with Planters  03. Circle with Planters  

04. Omega with Planters and Leaf Lamp Pendant 130  05. Omega with Planters  06 Straight with Planters  07. Circle with 

Planters  08. Crossroads 3 Small with Planter  09. Crossroads 4 Small with Planter  10. Donut with Planter  11. Droplet with 

Planter  12. Droplet with Planter

Planter Divider
Planters that fit with the Green Furniture seating or connect modularly to form a curved, friendly wall 

of indoor and outdoor plants. Seamless and with the curvature of choice, just like the seating. The 

solid metal accessories are designed with the Green Furniture Concept seating series Nova C and 

Ascent in mind and work very well as stand-alone products.

75
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Planter
Planters are in line with the Green Furniture seating. Can serve as corners, connectors dividers, and 

turning joints in a bench formation. Seamless and modular, and with the curvature of choice, just 

like the seating. The solid metal accessories are designed with the Green Furniture Concept seating 

series Nova C and Ascent in mind and work very well as stand-alone products.

77

Recycle Bin
Recycle bins that stay in place and are easy to empty. The bins connect as many as desired for re-

cycling. The solid metal accessories are designed with the Green Furniture Concept seating series 

Nova C and Ascent in mind and work very well as stand-alone products. Material: Powder-coated 

steel (color of choice) 80-liter individual volume. Internal container with handles for quick emptying. 

The weighted bottom also makes the one-piece stable. Standard recycling texts/icons: Glass, Paper, 

Trash Custom color lids, text, and icons on the lids are available.

Material - Powder coated steel (color of choice)

Volume - 80-liter individual volume.

Internal container with handles for quick emptying.

Weighted bottom makes also one piece stable.

Standard recycling texts/icons - Glass, Paper, Trash

Custom color lids, text and icons on the lids available.
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Designer Tools

With the Layout Planner you'll be able to create your own design with 

the products from all of our series. Experiment with different shapes or 

upload a floor plan to add a layout to your own space. The possibilities 

are endless!

Layout Planner

Search our website for pages, CAD files, high-resolution images, 

spec sheets and manuals of all products.

File library with CAD and images

Download guides with colour options for all wood, metal and wool felt 

parts of our series.

Colour Guides

Let us design 
your next project
Let our in-house designers help you with a free 3D floorplan rendering of 

your specific project. We design to achieve the greatest visitor satisfaction 

in mind, using our modular seating solutions to guide people flow and create 

a place that encourages both social interaction or room for distancing and 

privacy when needed. Get in touch today for your free rendering!
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Being a sustainability-driven company, we believe in the principles of 

a circular economy. We keep the products and materials in use as long 

as possible, aiming for zero waste. Seeing how wasteful the traditional 

linear sales model is, we want to be part of the needed change.

The Green 
Services

Our Furniture-as-a-Service is mainly available for our European clients. 

This service includes regular maintenance and is a functional rental of 

our furniture through subscription. Therefore, the setup varies from case 

to case, depending on the country and sector to offer the right tailored 

service. We are currently working together with our clients to improve 

and set up a suitable model.

Furniture-as-a-Service

According to circular principles, products are valuable assets throughout 

their lifecycle. We aim to use these assets in some way still, even when 

these assets are not needed or used anymore, by offering to buy back the 

furniture, refurbish and put them back on the market again.

The Buyback System is active for all seat modules in our Nova C Series 

for our European customers. We can handle the maintenance through our 

Maintenance Service. The buyback percentages vary, depending on the 

state and how well maintained the furniture have been.

Buyback System

Maintainability is key. The possibility to repair a scratch or easily replace 

parts that may have been vandalized are essential aspects of product 

longevity. With the right and consistent maintenance, our furniture can 

be kept like new overtime and prolongs the furniture’s lifespan. Talk to us 

about our maintenance subscription service. The Maintenance Service is 

available mainly for our European clients.

Maintenance Service

Contact us to find out more!

Contact us if you are interested in using any of our services, and we will 

customise a solution for you.
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